
Being a Friend

Ron's 
Gone Wrong

family film
night!

Going Deeper
Barney tells Ron that a best friend
knows everything about you.  Read
Psalm 139; verses 1 to 6.  How
does it make you feel to know that
God knows everything about you
and loves you?  

When Jesus chose his twelve
disciples, what did he look for in
his new friends?  What do you look
for in your friends?

Ron downloads his code into all
the other B-Bots.  I wonder how 
 this is similar to God's Holy Spirit
'downloading' God's code into our
lives?  What does that look like to
you?  

The BIG Question
How was Ron similar to Jesus?  
(e.g. being a light in the
darkness, saving Barney etc)
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Snuggle in and watch

the film!

step 1Cook dinner together!  
Cook a dinner with chicken, how

about chicken nuggets or chickenkiev?

Activities
While you're doing the activities, have
a chat with one another.  What spoke
to you in the film?  Where do you see
yourself/God in the film?  

B-Bot
Design your own B-

Bot by painting a
hard boiled egg. 

 Don't forget to give it
a name!

step 2

step 3Have a go at some ofthe activities

Wondering

Badge
Design a Best

Friend badge to
give to your

friend.

Friendship Board
Work with a friend to
create a friendship
board like the one

Barney made.  What
is your favourite bit
of 'friendship code'

on it?

Before he met Ron, Barney felt
completely alone.  Have you ever
felt alone or lonely?  Is being alone
the same as being lonely?  What's
the difference?

Ron was different
from all the other B-
Bots.  Have you had
(or do you have) a
friend who was
different or maybe
didn't fit in?  What
did/do you like
about them?  

Ron's safety settings get turned
off!  He could say and do anything!  
I wonder what 'safety settings' you
have as a friend?  What would
happen if you could turn them off?  


